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ABSTRACT
In recent years, artists and communities have expressed the desire
to work with tools that facilitate co-creation and allow distributed
community performances. These performances can be spread over
several physical stages, connecting them on real-time towards a
single experience with the audience distributed along them. This en-
ables a wider remote audience consuming the performance through
their own devices, and even grants the participation of remote users
in the show. In this paper we introduce the Co-creation Stage, a web-
based tool that allows managing heterogeneous content sources,
with a particular focus on live and on-demand media, across several
distributed devices. The Co-creation Stage is part of the toolset
developed in the Traction H2020 project which enables commu-
nity performing art shows, where professional artists and non-
professional participants perform together from different stages
and locations. Here we present the design process, the architecture
and the main functionalities of the tool as well as the results of the
first user evaluation with Opera houses and artists.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Collaborative and social
computing; Computer supported cooperative work; • Com-
puter systems organization → Real-time systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The co-creation and participatory art ideas are in the heart of fight-
ing against social inequality, involving citizens in the creative pro-
cess. The Traction project [9] promotes these collaborative and
inclusive concepts for opera, a cornerstone of European cultural
heritage. The project aims to empower people and communities
in three trials (inner-city Barcelona, a youth prison in Leiria and
diverse communities in Ireland) and to embrace new technologies
to explore novel audio-visual formats.

The trial in Leiria, led by the artistic school SAMP, cooperates
with a prison for young inmates and the aim is to lower the crim-
inal recidivism rate by engaging the inmates in a collaborative
and participatory opera process. For this trial, the opera will in-
volve professional musicians and artists, inmates and their relatives,
prison workers and ex-inmates all creating and acting together in
a distributed performance.

In June 2021, a collaborative and participatory performances will
be done, involving:

(1) A main stage in Lisbon, with professional artists and inmates
from Leiria performing together, and physical audience in
the theatre,
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(2) a stage in the prison in Leiria with professional artists and
another group of inmates performing together, also with
physical audience in the prison

(3) one or many homes, distributed across the world, with rela-
tives of the inmates acting as remote viewers and participants
of the performance.

In this article we present the Co-Creation Stage, a Web-based
tool that enables distributed performances connecting different
stages and people. We describe the user-centred design process
followed to gather its requirements and provide the architectural
design of the first release implementation.

Using the Co-creation Stage tool, the artists can create a template
for their show, defining beforehand a number of scenes, the number
of stages, the screens/displays/projectors/devices at each stage and
audiovisual assets including live and pre-recorded content. During
the show, thanks to a specific Web interface, an operator is able
to manage the transition from one predefined scene to the next
one, or modifying on-the-fly (if needed) all the settings according
to the requirements of the performance. The operator, can also
orchestrate the content to be shown on each output display, no
matter if it is a screen on a stage or any display device used by a
remote viewer or participant. Finally, the operator can also modify
the layout template of each output display, providing the desired
combination of assets on each screen. Fig. 1 provides a conceptual
diagram of the capabilities of the tool.

2 RELATED WORK
According to [10], “orchestration” refers to the ability of a live
video communication system to adapt in real-time to each context
to enhance the quality of mediation and subsequently the quality of
interaction between participants. In the case of Traction, applying
it for community opera performances, this paradigm enables co-
located performances with multiple voices on a single performance
[6] .

A tool like the Co-creation Stage should provide several key
features:

• Orchestration: the ability of to automatically manage and dis-
tribute different contents across users, and support different
type of devices and media contents;

• A Communication platform: to provide real-time notifica-
tions and synchronization between the end-users, enabling
anyone to participate in the performance;

• Pre-production capabilities: it should offer basic pre-production
functionality, such as the management of the overall time-
line, spatial layout, and different types of sources and the
effects;

• High quality, synchronized music transmission over the in-
ternet;

• Universality: to enable all participants (professional and
non-professionals) participating through their own devices
and/or professional material.

There are commercial tools on the market that fulfill one or
more of these requirements, but none of the existing solutions is
able to provide all the requested features. Jamulus1 and JamKazam

1https://jamulus.io/

2 provide the ability to play synchronized music across different
remote locations; Parse 3 and Firebase 4 enable communication and
synchronization functionalities through notification and WebRTC
streams; Ableton Live 5, OBS Studio 6 and Max MSP 6 7 are produc-
tion tools with a focus on music production; Carbyne 8, BVMS 9

(and again OBS Studio) provide orchestration functionalities. A tool
that relies on OBS and WebRTC, OBS Ninja 10 focuses on providing
basic orchestration functionalities to web based conference calls.
Fig. 2 compares the Co-creation stage with these tools in terms of
the functionalities provided.

On the other hand, previous research projects have contributed
to define and create innovative multi-screen services in the field
of entertainment. For example, 2-IMMERSE [5] [11] is an open-
source platform for object-based multi-screen entertainment where
viewers can customise the content depending on their device, band-
width and preferences. MediaScape [3] [13] aimed at providing
interoperable technologies for the creation of HTML5-based me-
dia services that can be distributed across any type of connected
devices. VConect project [12] explored distributed theatre perfor-
mances connecting two stages from different locations. Online
Orchestra [7] is a telematic performance project, aimed at enabling
amateur musicians in remote locations to make music together
over the Internet. [2] describes a pilot test on the sense of presence
and quality of the interaction Networked Music Performance. [8]
presents a platform for group communication that allows partici-
pants to create video communication session centred on a shared
activity. Finally, [4] presents a script-based approach that provides
multi-camera telepresence for distributed theatre.

All of these tools and projects provide very relevant features
to enable distributed artistic performances, but none includes the
whole range of features we are looking for. Accordingly, the Co-
creation Stage has been created aiming at empowering professional
artists and giving them the possibility to easily produce and run
distributed events. This innovative tool, meets all the specified
requirements in terms of production, orchestration and communi-
cation capabilities while guaranteeing high quality content and the
universality that a Web-based solution provides.

3 REQUIREMENTS GATHERING
Before starting the definition of the design and architecture of the
Co-Creation Stage, we conducted several focus group interviews
with the artistic team of the TRACTION project, which includes
two opera houses (Gran Teatre del Liceu in Barcelona and Irish
National Opera in Dublin) and SAMP, an artistic school in Pousos
(Portugal).

The focus group interviews were conducted as informal chats
where the participants expressed their ideas about using technology.
Then, the developers presented their vision about how tomeet those
ideas with a tool. Next, the discussion focused on the profiles who
2https://jamkazam.com/
3https://parseplatform.org/
4https://firebase.google.com/
5https://www.ableton.com/en/live/
6https://obsproject.com/
7https://cycling74.com/
8https://carbyne911.com/
9https://www.boschsecurity.com/us/en/solutions/management-software/bvms/
10https://github.com/steveseguin/obsninja
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Figure 1: The Co-creation Stage is a tool that enables distributed performances.

Figure 2: Comparison of the Co-creation Stage with existing
tools

would be using the Co-Creation Stage and how the tool could help
the artistic process in the participatory performance phase.

The artistic team defined a very concrete set of requirements
and described how, over 2021 and 2022, they would define several
pilot performances to get familiar with the Co-Creation Stage in-
terface and have different stakeholders use it. The tool would also
be used in rehearsals to enable the participation of remote users,
for example, that were not able to meet in person due to Covid-19

or to restrictions in the prison. The artistic team mentioned sev-
eral times that the tool should be flexible, allowing the director to
manage unscripted content and being able to deal with issues that
may occur during a live performance. Another request was about
the interface of the Co-Creation Stage: it could be complex for the
creation of an opera template, but it should be very intuitive when
used during the live representation. Moreover, it should promote
universality, allowing the use of professional equipment (cameras,
microphones, audio cards, projectors, etc.), but also the inclusion
of non-professional participants with their own devices (such as
the mother of an inmate with a mobile phone).

The focus groups were analysed using thematic analysis [1]:
the audio of the interviews was transcribed and coded by two
researchers, which reached an agreement for the high level themes
emerging from the data. Table 1 summarises the requirement types
collected during the Focus Group and the thematic analysis.

4 ARCHITECTURE DESIGN AND
IMPLEMENTATION

This section describes the architecture of the Co-Creation Stage as
well as a detailed description of each component and their inter-
faces.

4.1 Architecture of the Co-creation Stage
The Co-Creation Stage is based on a client-server architecture on
top of Web technologies and uses a platform that allows the or-
chestration, communication and distribution of content between
different devices and multi-device interaction. Fig. 3 shows the
architecture of the Co-Creation Stage.
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Table 1: Co-Creation Stage requirement types

Code Type Requirement
Communication Flexibility; helpful in co-creation settings; allowing bi-directional communication between remote

users and people in the prison.
Interface Support for multiple users; easy to use for non-technical people, availability of keyboard short-

cuts and video tutorials and promoting universal access for professional and non-professional
equipment.

Media Support for pre-recorded content; focus on high-quality audio; support uploading and displaying
of image slideshows, videos, audio tracks.

Figure 3: Co-Creation Stage architecture

The Co-creation Stage is therefore made of two components: the
client side composed of three applications (Control, Viewer and
Media Provider) and a server-side implementation. The latter is
composed by several modules:

• A Rest API for the manipulation of data persistence;
• A Websocket Server, for sharing the context of the applica-
tion in real-time;

• A Timing Server for sharing a timer which is synchronized
to millisecond accuracy;

• A WebRTC gateway that allows publishing and consuming
real-time media flows.

The client side contains most of the application logic, distributed
in its three applications:

• The Control application provides the interface for the op-
erator allowing to create the event, to manage the sources
(cameras and videos) that it will contain, as well as the de-
vices that will show the content. It is also able to customise

the layout template that each device will show and act on
them in real-time

• The Viewer is a simpler application for visualising the con-
tent on each display according to the orchestration decided
by the operator.

• The Media Provider offers the functionalities required to
integrate the live audio and/or video streams.

The Control application is based on a user interface that allows
the operator to manage the rooms (stages, locations, etc.) and their
devices (displays or projectors on a stage, a mobile device, etc.),
the role of each device (viewer and/or media providers), and the
multimedia assets. The operator can create a timeline structure
that defines which components are associated to which sources
and how they will be represented in each device on each location.
This information is shared in real time with each connected de-
vice through a Shared Context. Furthermore, there is a timeline
timestamp to synchronise all the content which is propagated using
Timing Server.
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The Viewer is build on top of media components. According
to the orchestration defined by the Control, a viewer visualises N
media components, creating a specific layout assigning size and
location to each of the components. Each media component is able
to render real-time streams through WebRTC, on-demand videos
(such as mp4 files, HLS or MPEG-DASH), images, audios, etc.

4.2 User Interfaces of the Co-creation Stage
As explained in the previous subsection, the Co-creation Stage is
composed by three applications and interfaces at the client side:
the ones for the Control, the Viewer and the Media Provider.

The Control application allows the artists to see all the generated
shows (Fig. 4A); to create a template for their show and define a
number of scenes in a timeline (Fig. 4B); to specify the number
of locations that will be used as well as devices for each location
and their role (viewer and/or media provider) (Fig. 4C); and to load
pre-recorded media assets (Fig. 4D).

During the show (Fig. 5 Theatre, represents the main stage with
a musician and two projectors), an operator is able to fully control
the Co-creation Stage and modify on-the-fly all the settings through
a specific interface (Fig. 6). This interface is divided in five main
parts. In the Media section, all the available on-demand assets are
shown as a preview. There is also a Cameras section, where all the
defined live cameras preview coming from the Media Providers
are shown. The Preview section allows the operator to see what is
being displayed at each display in each room. At the Components
section, the operator can assign a specific component to a row (an
on-demand video or a real-time stream). Finally, in the Timeline,
where each column represents a scene, the operator selects the
components to be shown (the selected green boxes where the audio
can be activated or not) and a User Interface layout is selected for
each scene.

In Fig. 5, Remote participant, an artist can remotely participate in
the show, using a tablet as a media provider and a viewer, following
the show in the main stage, and being part of the show across one
of the projectors in the theatre. In Fig. 5, Remote viewer, a remote
viewer can follow the whole show from a tablet. The operator or-
chestrates all the experience, deciding what to show for the remote
viewers, the remote participants and the displays on the stages,
moving between scenes and deciding the layout of each output
display.

Remote users will follow the show through the Viewer applica-
tion. When the application is opened in a web browser, an interac-
tion is needed to be able to manage the media of the browser. Once
the user presses the start button (Fig. 7A), the content is shown
in full screen according to the operator decisions (Fig. 7B shows a
layout with four on-demand media assets).

Figure 8 shows the interface for the media provider, where the
users just need to authorise the use of the camera and the micro-
phone from the Web browser and select the specific device (camera
and microphone) they intend to use. From that moment on, the
camera is enabled and ready for the operator.

5 USER TESTS AND EVALUATION
The first release of the Co-Creation Stage was tested in the Leiria
(Portugal) young correctional facility, where SAMP is leading the
co-creation of novel community opera capsules.

The evaluation was conducted by performing 2 user test sessions
complemented by a discussion with 4 SAMP members, and the
interviews were conducted in Portuguese. Even though a larger
number of end-users where scheduled, we finally managed to test
the system with two of them due to Covid-19 restrictions.

For the user tests, we devised a session composed of 8 tasks, each
one requiring about five minutes to complete. After each task, the
user had to answer a Single Ease Question (SEQ) to rank, in a range
from 1 to 7, the difficulty of the task (1 representing “very difficult”
and 7 “very easy”). After the completion of the 8 tasks the user had
to fill a System Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaire and answer a set
of open questions about the experience of using the Co-Creation
stage to complete the tasks.

For the tests in the prison, Internet connectivity was provided by
a 4G router. The materials used to run the tests were the following:

• One PC with an Nvidia graphic card and a Blackmagic sound
card;

• One Canon camera;
• Two projectors, each one connected to an Intel NUC;
• Two mobile devices.

The tests were run in two separate rooms inside the prison, one
acting as the main stage (where the main PC and projectors were
installed) and another room to simulate the connection of a remote
stage. The devices were not in the same LAN/WLAN, they were
connected to the Internet to access the server-side elements, de-
ployed over an AWS instance. The testers were asked to complete
the following tasks:

(1) Check live cameras in the stage and start the displays acting
as viewers;

(2) Check connection from remote user acting asmedia providers;
(3) Start the performance;
(4) Navigate from one scene to the next;
(5) Browse until the end of the performance;
(6) Change the layout of a display;
(7) Display a different component on a specific scene for a par-

ticular display on the main stage;
(8) Load an existing pre-defined template with another schedule

for the show.

The types of findings we expected to get from the user tests
were about usability issues, additional requirements or about the
value of the Co-creation Stage as a tool to enable collaborative
and participatory co-located art performances. All the users agreed
on the fact that the system was user friendly and in general easy
to use. Task 7 was the one considered the most difficult one by
the users, but the average rating for the SEQs was 6.4, very close
to the maximum of 7. The users agreed on the usefulness of the
Co-creation Stage as a tool for enabling distributed performances,
but they also identified some usability issues (summarised in Table
2) that were used to define, together with the feedback from the
artistic team, the requirements for the next iteration of the tool.
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(A) (B)

(C) (D)

Figure 4: Template generation interfaces for the configuration of an event

Figure 5: Overview of the Co-creation Stage in a lab environment.
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Figure 6: Interface of the Control application for the operator. The Media Cameras sections list all the multimedia compo-
nents available for the session, while the Components section shows the media selected to display across the different scenes
displayed in the Timeline. The Preview section replicates the output of the displays of each room.

(A) (B)

Figure 7: Interface of the Viewer application. The users only has to press the start button (A) to join the session and see the
content according to the operator decisions (B).

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
This article presents the Co-creation Stage, a tool enabling par-
ticipatory distributed art performances. This paper describes the
User-Centred Design process followed with the artistic teams par-
ticipating in the Traction H2020 project to gather the requirements
and propose the design of the tool. A first release of the tool has
been implemented and user tests have been done to evaluate the
UI/UX and gather insights from the stakeholders. The preliminary

results provide positive indications towards the use of such a tool
in collaborative and participatory co-located art performances.

The next steps are to incrementally improve the Co-creation
Stage interface and functionalities based on the feedback gathered
during the user tests and new focus groups under the second itera-
tion of the User-Centred Design process. Moreover, the Co-creation
Stage tool will be used in several performances, such the aforemen-
tioned co-located performance in Portugal in June 2021 and more
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Table 2: Usability issues identified through user tests

Type Issue
UI The process for changing scene is not intuitive.
UI It’s difficult to replace a component with a media that is not already in the timeline.
UX There are no options such as pausing videos or controlling volume.
UX Some of the icons do not represent the button behaviour.
UX Replacing one component in the timeline replaces it in every scene instead that only in the current scene.
UX Sound quality needs improvement, since the media providers and WebRTC are oriented for videocalls and not

for music, applying noise suppression, echo cancellation and other filters.

Figure 8: Interface of the Media provider application

participatory performances both in Portugal and Barcelona during
2022.
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